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The Great Hurricane, 1938
In the late afternoon of Sunday, 20 August 1911, three men strolled into the Louvre museum in Paris.
Disguising themselves as museum staff they hid until nightfall. Sixteen hours later the most famous
painting in the world, the Mona Lisa, had vanished. Th

The Great Sea Island Storm of 1893
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This century has seen the costliest hurricanes in U.S. history—but who bears the brunt of these monster
storms? Consider this: Five of the most expensive hurricanes in history have made landfall since 2005:
Katrina ($160 billion), Ike ($40 billion), Sandy ($72 billion), Harvey ($125 billion), and Maria ($90
billion). With more property than ever in harm’s way, and the planet and oceans warming
dangerously, it won’t be long before we see a $250 billion hurricane. Why? Because Americans have
built $3 trillion worth of property in some of the riskiest places on earth: barrier islands and coastal
floodplains. And they have been encouraged to do so by what Gilbert M. Gaul reveals in The
Geography of Risk to be a confounding array of federal subsidies, tax breaks, low-interest loans, grants,
and government flood insurance that shift the risk of life at the beach from private investors to public
taxpayers, radically distorting common notions of risk. These federal incentives, Gaul argues, have
resulted in one of the worst planning failures in American history, and the costs to taxpayers are reaching
unsustainable levels. We have become responsible for a shocking array of coastal amenities: new roads,
bridges, buildings, streetlights, tennis courts, marinas, gazebos, and even spoiled food after hurricanes.
The Geography of Risk will forever change the way you think about the coasts, from the clash between
economic interests and nature, to the heated politics of regulators and developers.

Their Eyes Were Watching God
Tells the story of the theft of Leonardo da Vinci's "Mona Lisa" from the Paris Louvre on August 21,
1911.
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Tropical Cyclone Dynamics, Prediction, and Detection
Since the early 1970s, experts have recognized that petroleum pollutants were being discharged in
marine waters worldwide, from oil spills, vessel operations, and land-based sources. Public attention to
oil spills has forced improvements. Still, a considerable amount of oil is discharged yearly into sensitive
coastal environments. Oil in the Sea provides the best available estimate of oil pollutant discharge into
marine waters, including an evaluation of the methods for assessing petroleum load and a discussion
about the concerns these loads represent. Featuring close-up looks at the Exxon Valdez spill and other
notable events, the book identifies important research questions and makes recommendations for better
analysis of €"and more effective measures against €"pollutant discharge. The book discusses:
Input €"where the discharges come from, including the role of two-stroke engines used on
recreational craft. Behavior or fate €"how oil is affected by processes such as evaporation as it moves
through the marine environment. Effects €"what we know about the effects of petroleum
hydrocarbons on marine organisms and ecosystems. Providing a needed update on a problem of
international importance, this book will be of interest to energy policy makers, industry officials and
managers, engineers and researchers, and advocates for the marine environment.

True Rescue: A Storm Too Soon
In this dramatic journey through religious and artistic history, R. A. Scotti traces the defining event of a
glorious epoch: the building of St. Peter's Basilica. Begun by the ferociously ambitious Pope Julius II in
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1506, the endeavor would span two tumultuous centuries, challenge the greatest Renaissance
masters—Michelangelo, Raphael, and Bramante—and enrage Martin Luther. By the time it was
completed, Shakespeare had written all of his plays, the Mayflower had reached Plymouth—and Rome
had risen with its astounding basilica to become Europe's holy metropolis. A dazzling portrait of human
achievement and excess, Basilica is a triumph of historical writing.

A Day Like No Other
"On September 21, 1938 the great New England hurricane hit the shores of New York and New
England unannounced. The most powerful storm of the century, it changed everything, from the
landscape and its inhabitants' lives, to Red Cross and Weather Bureau protocols, to the amount of Great
Depression Relief New Englanders would receive, and the resulting pace of regional economic
recovery"--Provided by publisher.

Black Protest and the Great Migration
In this gripping narrative history, Al Roker from NBC’s Today and the Weather Channel vividly
examines the deadliest natural disaster in American history—a haunting and inspiring tale of tragedy,
heroism, and resilience that is full of lessons for today’s new age of extreme weather. On the afternoon
of September 8, 1900, two-hundred-mile-per-hour winds and fifteen-foot waves slammed into Galveston,
the booming port city on Texas’s Gulf Coast. By dawn the next day, the city that hours earlier had
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stood as a symbol of America’s growth and expansion was now gone. Shattered, grief-stricken survivors
emerged to witness a level of destruction never before seen: Eight thousand corpses littered the streets
and were buried under the massive wreckage. Rushing water had lifted buildings from their foundations,
smashing them into pieces, while wind gusts had upended steel girders and trestles, driving them through
house walls and into sidewalks. No race or class was spared its wrath. In less than twenty-four hours, a
single storm had destroyed a major American metropolis—and awakened a nation to the terrifying
power of nature. Blending an unforgettable cast of characters, accessible weather science, and deep
historical research into a sweeping and dramatic narrative, The Storm of the Century brings this
legendary hurricane and its aftermath into fresh focus. No other natural disaster has ever matched the
havoc caused by the awesome mix of winds, rain, and flooding that devastated Galveston and shocked a
young, optimistic nation on the cusp of modernity. Exploring the impact of the tragedy on a rising
country’s confidence—the trauma of the loss and the determination of the response—Al Roker
illuminates the United States’s character at the dawn of the “American Century,” while also
underlining the fact that no matter how mighty they may become, all nations must respect the ferocious
potential of our natural environment.

Taken by Storm 1938
During World War I, as many as half a million southern African Americans permanently left the South
to create new homes and lives in the urban North, and hundreds of thousands more would follow in the
1920s. This dramatic transformation in the lives of many black Americans involved more than
geography: the increasingly visible “New Negro” and the intensification of grassroots black activism in
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the South as well as the North were the manifestations of a new challenge to racial subordination. Eric
Arnesen’s unique collection of articles from a variety of northern, southern, black, and white
newspapers, magazines, and books explores the “Great Migration,” focusing on the economic, social,
and political conditions of the Jim Crow South, the meanings of race in general — and on labor in
particular — in the urban North, the grassroots movements of social protest that flourished in the war
years, and the postwar “racial counterrevolution.” An introduction by the editor, headnotes to
documents, a chronology, questions for consideration, a bibliography, and an index are included.

Surviving Sudden Environmental Change
Follows the activities of two children spending their summer vacation on an island off the coast of Maine.

Storm of the Century
A moment-by-moment account of the largest Atlantic storm system ever recorded examines Hurricane
Sandy's exponentially growing threat and devastating aftermath.

The Lost Mona Lisa
Describes the deadly 1888 snowstorm in the Great Plains that killed more than five hundred people
including numerous schoolchildren, describing how the storm devastated immigrant families and
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dramatically affected pioneer advancement.

Sudden Sea: The Great Hurrican
At the dawn of the twentieth century, a great confidence suffused America. Isaac Cline was one of the
era's new men, a scientist who believed he knew all there was to know about the motion of clouds and
the behavior of storms. The idea that a hurricane could damage the city of Galveston, Texas, where he
was based, was to him preposterous, "an absurd delusion." It was 1900, a year when America felt bigger
and stronger than ever before. Nothing in nature could hobble the gleaming city of Galveston, then a
magical place that seemed destined to become the New York of the Gulf. That August, a strange,
prolonged heat wave gripped the nation and killed scores of people in New York and Chicago. Odd
things seemed to happen everywhere: A plague of crickets engulfed Waco. The Bering Glacier began to
shrink. Rain fell on Galveston with greater intensity than anyone could remember. Far away, in Africa,
immense thunderstorms blossomed over the city of Dakar, and great currents of wind converged. A wave
of atmospheric turbulence slipped from the coast of western Africa. Most such waves faded quickly. This
one did not. In Cuba, America's overconfidence was made all too obvious by the Weather Bureau's
obsession with controlling hurricane forecasts, even though Cuba's indigenous weathermen had
pioneered hurricane science. As the bureau's forecasters assured the nation that all was calm in the
Caribbean, Cuba's own weathermen fretted about ominous signs in the sky. A curious stillness gripped
Antigua. Only a few unlucky sea captains discovered that the storm had achieved an intensity no man
alive had ever experienced. In Galveston, reassured by Cline's belief that no hurricane could seriously
damage the city, there was celebration. Children played in the rising water. Hundreds of people
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gathered at the beach to marvel at the fantastically tall waves and gorgeous pink sky, until the surf began
ripping the city's beloved beachfront apart. Within the next few hours Galveston would endure a
hurricane that to this day remains the nation's deadliest natural disaster. In Galveston alone at least
6,000 people, possibly as many as 10,000, would lose their lives, a number far greater than the combined
death toll of the Johnstown Flood and 1906 San Francisco Earthquake. And Isaac Cline would
experience his own unbearable loss. Meticulously researched and vividly written, Isaac's Storm is based
on Cline's own letters, telegrams, and reports, the testimony of scores of survivors, and our latest
understanding of the hows and whys of great storms. Ultimately, however, it is the story of what can
happen when human arrogance meets nature's last great uncontrollable force. As such, Isaac's Storm
carries a warning for our time. From the Hardcover edition.

Sudden Storm
Their Eyes Were Watching God is a 1937 novel by African-American writer Zora Neale Hurston. It is
considered a classic of the Harlem Renaissance of the 1920s, and it is likely Hurston's best known work.

Saving Saltaire
The Earth is a beautiful and wondrous planet, but also frustratingly complex and, at times, violent: much
of what has made it livable can also cause catastrophe. Volcanic eruptions create land and produce
fertile, nutrient-rich soil, but they can also bury forests, fields, and entire towns under ash, mud, lava,
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and debris. The very forces that create and recycle Earth’s crust also spawn destructive earthquakes
and tsunamis. Water and wind bring and spread life, but in hurricanes they can leave devastation in
their wake. And while it is the planet’s warmth that enables life to thrive, rapidly increasing
temperatures are causing sea levels to rise and weather events to become more extreme. Today, we know
more than ever before about the powerful forces that can cause catastrophe, but significant questions
remain. Why can’t we better predict some natural disasters? What do scientists know about them
already? What do they wish they knew? In Dangerous Earth, marine scientist and science communicator
Ellen Prager explores the science of investigating volcanoes, earthquakes, tsunamis, hurricanes,
landslides, rip currents, and—maybe the most perilous hazard of all—climate change. Each chapter
considers a specific hazard, begins with a game-changing historical event (like the 1980 eruption of Mt.
St. Helens or the landfall and impacts of Hurricane Harvey), and highlights what remains unknown
about these dynamic phenomena. Along the way, we hear from scientists trying to read Earth’s
warning signs, pass its messages along to the rest of us, and prevent catastrophic loss. A sweeping tour of
some of the most awesome forces on our planet—many tragic, yet nonetheless aweinspiring—Dangerous Earth is an illuminating journey through the undiscovered, unresolved, and in
some cases unimagined mysteries that continue to frustrate and fascinate the world’s leading scientists:
the “wish-we-knews” that ignite both our curiosity and global change.

The Great Derangement
"Autumn gales have pursued mariners across the Great Lakes for centuries. On Friday, November 7,
1913, those gales captured their prey. After four days of winds up to 90 miles an hour, freezing
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temperatures, whiteout blizzard conditions, and mountainous seas, 19 ships had been lost, two dozen
had been thrown ashore, 238 sailors were dead, and the city of Cleveland was confronting the worst
natural disaster in its history. Writer and mariner David G. Brown combines narrative intensity with
factual depth to re-create the events of the "perfect storm" that struck America's heartland."--Publisher's
description.

Superstorm
In 1934, hundreds of jobless World War I veterans were sent to the remote Florida Keys to build a
highway from Miami to Key West. The Roosevelt Administration was making a genuine effort to help
these down-and-out vets, many of whom suffered from what is known today as post-traumatic stress
disorder. But the attempt to help them turned into a tragedy. The supervisors in charge of the veterans
misunderstood the danger posed by hurricanes in the low-lying Florida Keys. In late August 1935, a
small, stealthy tropical storm crossed the Bahamas, causing little damage. When it entered the Straits of
Florida, however, it exploded into one of the most powerful hurricanes on record. But US Weather
Bureau forecasters could only guess at its exact position, and their calculations were well off the mark.
The hurricane that struck the Upper Florida Keys on the evening of September 2, 1935 is still the most
powerful hurricane to make landfall in the US. Supervisors waited too long to call for an evacuation
train from Miami to move the vets out of harm's way. The train was slammed by the storm surge soon
after it reached Islamorada. Only the 160-ton locomotive was left upright on the tracks. About 400
veterans were left unprotected in flimsy work camps. Around 260 of them were killed. This is their story,
with newly discovered photos and stories of some of the heroes of the Labor Day 1935 calamity.
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The Geography of Risk
Traces the events surrounding the 1966 F-5 tornado of central Mississippi, describing the experiences of
its survivors while noting the disaster's ongoing emotional, economic, and physical impact. Reprint.
20,000 first printing.

The Storm of the Century
Prior to the dissolution of the Soviet Union in 1991, the Russian Politburo is using the vast resources of
their space program to secretly modify weather in the fertile Ukraine when they realize their illegal
harvest boosting operation is about to be discovered by the United Nations. In a desperate move to
prevent discovery by the Global Climate Survey System, the Politburo votes to use their weather
modifying system to create a series of devastating hurricanes off Cape Canaveral, the launch site of the
U.N. Survey System. Their actions start a snowball of events, pitting ex-Navy SEAL Keith Maddox
against his nemesis Nilolai Pronin, a ruthless KGB agent with a grudge from his failed post-war mission
in Vietnam. The story moves across three continents as Keith, his business partner Marty, retired
Admiral Jessel, and a band of his father's World War Two Austrian resistance fighters struggle to expose
the Soviet plot before the dangerous chemicals released from the Russian-made storms destroy the
Earth's ozone layer. But with the Soviets releasing a final mega-storm out of desperation, and Pronin
blocking him at every turn, can Keith and his friends stop the monstrous hurricane before it's too late
and the ozone is destroyed?
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Sudden Sea
This volume provides an account of the 1989 Hurricane Hugo for historical purposes, evaluates the
physical phenomena involved and the performance of structures and systems, and identifies and
recommends cases where an in-depth study would improve our ability to analyze and forecast such
failures.

Basilica
Winner of the 1989 National Book Award A classic tale of a man, a boat, and a storm, Spartina is the
lyrical and compassionate story of Dick Pierce, a commercial fisherman along the shores of Rhode
Island's Narragansett Bay. A kind, sensitive, family man, he is also prone to irascible outbursts against
the people he must work for, now that he can no longer make his living from the sea. Pierce's one great
passion, a fifty-foot fishing boat called Spartina, lies unfinished in his back yard. Determined to get the
funds he needs to buy her engine, he finds himself taking a foolish, dangerous risk. But his real test comes
when he must weather a storm at sea in order to keep his dream alive. Moving and poetic, Spartina is a
masterly story of one man's ongoing struggle to find his place in the world. From the Trade Paperback
edition.

Vanished Smile
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The amazing true story of the deadliest tornado in American history, as told by a survivor.

Time of Wonder
Is our imagination adequate to the realities of global warming? The novelist Amitav Ghosh argues that
we need art and literature to help us imagine our future in the Anthropocene, but that they are falling
short of the task. If culture cannot help us see the realities of our plight, then our era, which so
congratulates itself on its self-awareness, may come to be known as the time of the Great Derangement.
A case in point is fiction, which is so committed to normalcy and the everyday that it has no space for the
improbability of climate change events the persistent droughts, hundred-year storms, and freakish
tornadoes. Our politics, likewise, seems unable to mobilize forcefully in response to climate change.
Ghosh argues that politics, like literature, has become a matter of individual moral reckoning, a journey
of the solitary conscience rather than an arena of collective action. But to limit fiction and politics to
individual moral adventure comes at a great cost. The climate crisis asks us to imagine other forms of
human existence a task to which fiction, Ghosh argues, is the best suited of all cultural forms. A powerful
nonfiction work by one of our most gifted, historically attuned novelists, "The Great Derangement
"brings a fresh urgency to thinking on climate change. "

Isaac's Storm
Offers illustrations and maps to provide a historical look at the hurricanes and other natural storms
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which have caused havoc on the Jersey coast since colonial times

A Furious Sky
The massive destruction wreaked by the Hurricane of 1938 dwarfed that of the Chicago Fire, the San
Francisco Earthquake, and the Mississippi floods of 1927, making the storm the worst natural disaster in
U.S. history. Now, R.A. Scotti tells the story.

A Wind to Shake the World
Archaeologists have long encountered evidence of natural disasters through excavation and stratigraphy.
In Surviving Sudden Environmental Change, case studies examine how eight different past human
communities—ranging from Arctic to equatorial regions, from tropical rainforests to desert interiors, and
from deep prehistory to living memory—faced, and coped with, such dangers. Many disasters originate
from a force of nature, such as an earthquake, cyclone, tsunami, volcanic eruption, drought, or flood.
But that is only half of the story; decisions of people and their particular cultural lifeways are the rest.
Sociocultural factors are essential in understanding risk, impact, resilience, reactions, and recoveries
from massive sudden environmental changes. By using deep-time perspectives provided by
interdisciplinary approaches, this book provides a rich temporal background to the human experience of
environmental hazards and disasters. In addition, each chapter is followed by an abstract summarizing
the important implications for today’s management practices and providing recommendations for
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policy makers. Publication supported in part by the National Science Foundation.

The 1938 Hurricane Along New England's Coast
“Before there was the Perfect Storm, there was the Great Hurricane of 1938. A riveting and
wonderfully written account” (Nathaniel Philbrick). On the night of September 21, 1938, news on the
radio was full of the invasion of Czechoslovakia. There was no mention of any severe weather. By the
time oceanfront residents noticed an ominous color in the sky, it was too late to escape. In an age before
warning systems and the ubiquity of television, this unprecedented storm caught the Northeast off guard,
obliterated coastal communities on Long Island and in New England, and killed nearly seven hundred
people. The Great Hurricane: 1938 is a spellbinding hour-by-hour reconstruction of one of the most
destructive and powerful storms ever to hit the United States. With riveting detail, Burns weaves together
countless personal stories of loved ones lost and lives changed forever—from those of the Moore family,
washed to sea on a raft formerly their attic floor, to Katharine Hepburn, holed up in her Connecticut
mansion, watching her car take to the air like a bit of paper. “A very good book.” —The Washington
Post

Thirty-Eight
The Great Sea Island Storm of 1893 details human courage and perseverance in the face of the second
most fatal hurricane in US history.
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White Hurricane
When a sailboat disappears in the Gulf Stream during a disastrous storm, three weary sailors struggle to
survive aboard a life raft in violent waves 80-feet tall in this illustrated chapter book adaptation (for
readers 6-9) of A Storm Too Soon: : A Remarkable True Survival Story in 80-Foot Seas. On May 2,
2007, three expert sailors embark on an epic voyage from Florida to France. But the trip of a lifetime
soon turns into a nightmare when their sailboat disappears along the Gulf Stream in the throes of a
relentless storm. From this point onward, their fate lies in the hands of four courageous coast guardsmen
who must navigate brutal conditions in their Search and Rescue mission. This second book in the True
Rescue chapter book series is a suspenseful, incredible story that puts newly independent readers in the
middle of the action. Christy Ottaviano Books New York Times bestselling author Michael J. Tougias
adapts his histories of real life stories for young readers in his True Rescue Series, capturing the heroism
and humanity of people on life-saving missions during maritime disasters. Illustrated Chapter Books for
ages 6-9: True Rescue: The Finest Hours True Rescue: A Storm Too Soon Young Readers Adaptations,
for ages 9-14 The Finest Hours (Young Readers Edition) A Storm Too Soon (Young Readers Edition)
Into the Blizzard (Young Readers Edition) Attacked at Sea (Young Readers Edition)

Hurricane in the Hamptons, 1938
“Before there was the Perfect Storm, there was the Great Hurricane of 1938. A riveting and
wonderfully written account” (Nathaniel Philbrick). On the night of September 21, 1938, news on the
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radio was full of the invasion of Czechoslovakia. There was no mention of any severe weather. By the
time oceanfront residents noticed an ominous color in the sky, it was too late to escape. In an age before
warning systems and the ubiquity of television, this unprecedented storm caught the Northeast off guard,
obliterated coastal communities on Long Island and in New England, and killed nearly seven hundred
people. The Great Hurricane: 1938 is a spellbinding hour-by-hour reconstruction of one of the most
destructive and powerful storms ever to hit the United States. With riveting detail, Burns weaves together
countless personal stories of loved ones lost and lives changed forever—from those of the Moore family,
washed to sea on a raft formerly their attic floor, to Katharine Hepburn, holed up in her Connecticut
mansion, watching her car take to the air like a bit of paper. “A very good book.” —The Washington
Post

A World Turned Over
Today, tropical cyclones continue to bring destruction, as well as disruption, to societies that are exposed
to their threat. This book represents a compilation of recent cutting-edge research on tropical cyclones
and their impacts from researchers at many institutions around the world. This book contains new looks
at tropical cyclone dynamics, the use of satellite-based remote sensing in the detection and climatology of
tropical cyclones, and the modeling and prediction of tropical cyclones as well as their associated
impacts. This book would make a nice addition to any course on tropical meteorology highlighting topics
of interest in recent research on this topic.
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Hurricane Hugo, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Charleston, South Carolina,
September 17-22, 1989
More than 150 historical photographs, many taken by survivors of the storm, capture the devastating
impact of the 1938 hurricane on the Hamptons area of Long Island. Original.

Spartina
Wanting to feel closer to his grandfather, Oliver hides out on an old schooner and is transported back in
time to 1938 in the midst of a developing hurricane.

Dangerous Earth
Hurricanes menace North America from June through November every year, each as powerful as
10,000 nuclear bombs. These megastorms will likely become more intense as the planet continues to
warm, yet we too often treat them as local disasters and TV spectacles, unaware of how far-ranging their
impact can be. As best-selling historian Eric Jay Dolin contends, we must look to our nation's past if we
hope to comprehend the consequences of the hurricanes of the future. With A Furious Sky, Dolin has
created a vivid, sprawling account of our encounters with hurricanes, from the nameless storms that
threatened Columbus's New World voyages to the destruction wrought in Puerto Rico by Hurricane
Maria. Weaving a story of shipwrecks and devastated cities, of heroism and folly, Dolin introduces a rich
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cast of unlikely heroes, such as Benito Vines, a nineteenth-century Jesuit priest whose innovative
methods for predicting hurricanes saved countless lives, and puts us in the middle of the most devastating
storms of the past, none worse than the Galveston Hurricane of 1900, which killed at least 6,000 people,
the highest toll of any natural disaster in American history. Dolin draws on a vast array of sources as he
melds American history, as it is usually told, with the history of hurricanes, showing how these tempests
frequently helped determine the nation's course. Hurricanes, it turns out, prevented Spain from
expanding its holdings in North America beyond Florida in the late 1500s, and they also played a key
role in shifting the tide of the American Revolution against the British in the final stages of the conflict.
As he moves through the centuries, following the rise of the United States despite the chaos caused by
hurricanes, Dolin traces the corresponding development of hurricane science, from important
discoveries made by Benjamin Franklin to the breakthroughs spurred by the necessities of the World
War II and the Cold War. Yet after centuries of study and despite remarkable leaps in scientific
knowledge and technological prowess, there are still limits on our ability to predict exactly when and
where hurricanes will strike, and we remain terribly vulnerable to the greatest storms on earth. A Furious
Sky is, ultimately, a story of a changing climate, and it forces us to reckon with the reality that as bad as
the past has been, the future will probably be worse, unless we drastically reimagine our relationship with
the planet.

The Great Hurricane, 1938
Pictorial images of the devastation of New England's coast after a devastating hurricane in 1938.
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Great Storms of the Jersey Shore
The massive destruction wreaked by the Hurricane of 1938 dwarfed that of the Chicago Fire, the San
Francisco Earthquake, and the Mississippi floods of 1927, making the storm the worst natural disaster in
U.S. history. Now, R.A. Scotti tells the story.

Oil in the Sea III
Featuring a comprehensive chronology of more than one hundred different storms, an informative and
up-to-date account of the major hurricanes to hit Florida over the past four and a half centuries, and
their human cost, includes more than one hundred illustrations and seventy-six maps. Simultaneous. UP.

Florida's Hurricane History
The hurricane that pummeled the northeastern United States on September 21, 1938, was New
England’s most damaging weather event ever. To call it “New England’s Katrina” might be to
understate its power. Without warning, the storm plowed into Long Island and New England, killing
hundreds of people and destroying roads, bridges, dams, and buildings that stood in its path. Not yet
spent, the hurricane then raced inland, maintaining high winds into Vermont and New Hampshire and
uprooting millions of acres of forest. This book is the first to investigate how the hurricane of ’38
transformed New England, bringing about social and ecological changes that can still be observed these
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many decades later. The hurricane’s impact was erratic—some swaths of forest were destroyed while
others nearby remained unscathed; some stricken forests retain their prehurricane character, others have
been transformed. Stephen Long explores these contradictions, drawing on survivors’ vivid memories
of the storm and its aftermath and on his own familiarity with New England’s forests, where he
discovers clues to the storm’s legacies even now. Thirty-Eight is a gripping story of a singularly
destructive hurricane. It also provides important and insightful information on how best to prepare for
the inevitable next great storm.

Oliver's Surprise, Revised
The thrilling story of the hurricane of 1938, the worst New England storm of the 20th century, as told by
a reporter whose first day on the New Bedford waterfront was the day the storm blew in.

The Children's Blizzard
"Leave old Saltaire with a cheer, we'll all come back next year..". or would they? Join twelve-year-old
Dottie Schmitt and her family as they face this unexpected hurricane in September 1938. This monster
storm directly hits Saltaire, the tiny beach village on Fire Island, where Dottie spends her summer each
year. What happens to Dottie and can Saltaire survive after such a devasting natural disaster? Saving
Saltaire will take you back to this fateful day and the aftermath of the 1938 Hurricane.
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The Forgotten Storm
A bucolic resort setting -- the summer colony and locals are caught in the path of a sudden and
devastating hurricane in this brilliant and prophetic fiction that is a warning of storms to come.
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